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Introduction

At present, in several institutes around the world global coupled atmosphere-ocean
general circulation mo dels (OAGCMs) are used to predict greenhouse gas induced anthropogenic climate changes in future. Unfortunately, these models are still too coarse
to resolve regional scales of interest for climate change impact studies. One of the
several techniques being used to forecast climate changes on the regional scale is dynamical downscaling. In this approach, a high-resolution limited-area mode! is run
with boundary data taken from a GCM simulation.
Recently, regional climate simulations for an area covering northern and central Europe
have been conducted at the Rossby Centre within the SWEdish regional CLimate Modelling program, SWECLIM (see Rummukainen et al. 2000; Räisänen et al. 2000). The
mode! used is the Rossby Centre regional climate Atmosphere mode! (RCA). SWECLIM aims to increase our knowledge of effects of climate change in Sweden and the
other Nordic countries. Specific regional consequences of global climate change like
river discharge, precipitation, ice cover, air and sea temperatures and water quality
conditions are of special interest for the Nordic societies. The oceanographic and sea
ice modeling activities within SWECLIM aim to simulate and to understand long-term
changes and natura! variability of the Baltic Sea. For that purpose, the Rossby Centre regional Ocean climate mode! (RCO) has been developed, a 3D coupled ice-ocean
mode! for the Baltic Sea (Meier et al. 1999).
In this report, dynamical downscaling results of RCA with boundary data from an
OAGCM, HadCM2 (Johns et al. 1997), have been used as atmospheric forcing for
RCO to regionalize climate change in the Baltic Sea. Two 9-year time slice simulations
representing control (pre-industrial) and scenario (future) climate are performed and
analyzed.
Scenarios for ice conditions in the Baltic Sea have been performed earlier by Haapala and Leppäranta (1997). They used the coupled ice-ocean mode! of Haapala and
Leppäranta ( 1996) to forecast ice conditions in 2050. In a new version of this mode!,
the ice thickness re-distribution is based on physical ice classes. The pack ice is decomposed to open water, to leve! and lead ice, and to rafted, rubble and ridged ice
(Haapala 2000). The ice mode! is coupled toa simplified ocean mode!, in which ocean
surface currents are approximated by vertical averaged velocities and freshwater fluxes
(runoff and net precipitation) are neglected. Based on the multi-ice-class approach,
Haapala et al. (2000) have performed control and scenario simulations using the same
forcing data of RCA as used in this study.
Omstedt et al. (2000) investigated the water and heat balance in GCM and regional
climate models using thc basin wide integrated, process oriented PROBE-Baltic mode!
(Omstedt 1990). Omstedt's model consists of 13 boxes with high vertical resolution
using parameterizations for horizontal transports between the boxes. Their results are
obtaincd using downscaling simulations of an earlier RCA version (RCA0).
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Also for same othcr shelf seas the technique of dynamical downscaling has been applicd to regionalize scenario simulations of GC!v!s. For example, a regional version of
the OGCM OPYC for the North Sea with open boundarics and tides have been used
by Kauker (1998) for dynamical downscaling from the OAGCM ECHAM4/0PYC3
(Roeckner et al. 1996).
The rcport is organized as follows:
In the second section an ovcrview of natura! variability and long-term changes of the
Baltic Sea estuary is presented. In the third section the coupled ice-ocean mode! is
described briefly. The numerical experiments performed for this study are summarized
in Section 4. Due to the time slice approach, the problem occurs, how to spin up initial
conditions for the scenario run. This is discussed in Section 5. The results of hindcast,
control and scenario runs are presented in Section 6. The report ends with discussion
and conclusions.
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Background

The Baltic Sea is the world's largest brackish water sea area with a total surface, excluding the Danish Sounds, of 377,400 km 2 and a corrcsponding volume of 21,200 km 3
(Sjöberg 1992). The mean water depth amounts to 56 m and the maximum depth to
451 m (Landsort Deep). The highly variable bottom topography separates the water
masses inta scparate basins, delimited by high sills, or bays (Fig.1). Thcse are, listed
from North to South, Bothnian Bay, Botlmian Sea, Åland Sea, Archipelago Sea, Gulf of
Finland, Gulf of Riga, Northwestern and Eastern Gotland Basin, Bornholm Basin and
Arkona Basin (cf. Fig.1). Important channels or sills of the inner Baltic are the Quark
separating Bothnian Bay and Bothnian Sea (sill depth of about 20 m), the Southern
Quark separating Botlmian Sea and Baltic proper (40 m), the lrba Strait separating
Gulf of Riga and Baltic proper (21 m), Stolpe or Slupsk Channel separating Gotland
and Bornholm Basin (sill depth of 60 m) and Bornholm Channel separating Bornholm
and Ar kona Basin (40 m).
The water exchange between Baltic and North Sea is restricted by the narrows and sills
of the Danish Straits. The width of the narrowest part of the Sound, near Helsing0rHelsingborg, amounts to approximately 4 km. Darss Sill, having a depth of about 18
m, separates the Belt Sea from the Arkona Basin. The Sound has a sill depth of only
8 m at its southern entrance at Drogden.
The mean annual river discharge to the Baltic Sea is 15,310 m 3 s- 1 for thc period 19501990 (Bergström and Carlsson 1994). This inflow originates from the huge drainage
basin with a size of 1,729,000 kin 2 • The river flow is highly variable over the year and
there are !arge inter-annual variations. The lowest (11,132 111 3 s- 1 in 1976) and highest
(18,660 m 3 s- 1 in 1981) amma! values differ from the mean value by -27 % and +22 %,
respectively, for the period 1950-1990. The maximum recorded monthly average eon-
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Figure 1: Bottom topography oj the Baltic Sea including Kattegat and Skagerrak (data
from Seifert and Kayser, 1995). The model domain oj RCO is limited with open boundaries in the northern K attegat ( dashed line).
tribution occurred was 32,411 m 3 s- 1 in May 1966 and the lowest was 7,635 m 3 s- 1 in
December 1959. Surface freshwater fluxes (i.e., precipitation minus evaporation) are
less important. For the period 1981-1994, Omstedt et al. (1997) calculated the total
mean atmospheric freshwater inflow to be 1,986 m 3 s- 1 .
A pronounced feature of the Baltic is the seasonal sea ice cover. Sea ice acts as a relatively rigid insulating film between the air and the sea, which modifies air-sea exchange
of momentum, heat and material and influences local meteorological conditions. With
respect to the ocean, sea ice influences the temperature and salinity characteristics
of the water masses and the circulation of the Baltic Sea. Normally, the ice season
lasts 5-7 months, from November to May, with large inter-annual variability of ice ex3

tent. During a mild winter ice occurs only in the Bothnian Bay, but in a severe winter
the entire Baltic Sea becomes ice-covered (see SMHI and FIMR 1982). As surface
albedo changes drastically with ice conditions, sea ice in the Baltic is regarded as a
key element in the North-European climate system. In addition, Baltic sea ice is a
good indicator for climate change, because ice extent and mean winter temperature in
North and Central Europe are strongly correlated (e.g. Tinz 1996). Natura! variability
of ice cover is related to the !arge scale circulation. As shown by Koslowski and Loewe
(1994) variability of the western Baltic sea ice season in terms of a mass-related severity
index is governed by the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO). A review of ]ong-term ice
observations is given by Haapala and Leppäranta (1997).
The restricted water exchange through the Danish Straits and the river runoff into the
Baltic Sea determine the stratification of the water masses into a homogeneous upper
layer and a stratified lower layer. In the pioneering work of Knudsen (1899, 1900) the
steady state water exchange was described as two-layer flow with outflow in the upper
and inflow in the lower layer, respectively. Transient states of this two-layer fjord-type
estuary, in case of small perturbations, are discussed by Welander (1974) analytically.
However, <luring the past 100 years Baltic Sea stratification and ventilation of the
bottom water in deep sub-basins are affected mainly by !arge perturbations, so-called
major Baltic salt water inflows (Matthäus and Franck 1992). These events occur randomly <luring winter season at intervals from one to several years. Major salt water
inflows are very likely forced by a sequence of easterly winds in late autumn, lasting
for 20-30 days, followed by strong to very strong westerly winds of similar duration
(Lass and Matthäus 1996). Matthäus and Schinke (1994) discussed mean !arge scale
atmospheric circulation patterns associated with major Baltic inflows between 1899
and 1976. About two weeks before the start of the main inflow period, the Azores
High shifts to north-east and its pressure increases. At the same time, the center of
lowest pressure moves eastward from the Greenland-lcelandic area to northern Norway,
strengthening as it moves. Due to these movements, very strong pressure gradients occur over the North Sea and the entrance area to the Baltic. Matthäus and Schinke
( 1994) found the maximum gradients two days before and on the first day of the main
inflow event, respectively.
Since the mid-1970s the frequency and intensity of major inflows decreases and were
completely absent from February 1983 to the beginning of 1993. During this phase a
significant loss of salt in the deep layer of the Gotland Basin with a simultaneously depletion of oxygen and increase of hydrogen sulphide was observed. A major salt water
inflow in January 1993 terminated this exceptionally long stagnation period (Matthäus
and Lass 1995). Despite of the unusual climate conditions, the period 1980-1993 has
been selected in this study for hindcast integrations, because homogeneous observational data sets for atmospheric variables and river runoff with suflicient quality, to
force a 3D Baltic Sea mode!, are available.
To explain the decreased frequency of major inflows, two mechanisms are discussed in
the literature. Lass and Matthäus (1996) argued, that the lack of major inflows was
4

due to changes in the wind field over the North Sea and the Baltic compared to the
time interval before. Schinke and Matthäus (1998) and Matthäus and Schinke (1999)
found that variations in river runoff have a greater impact on the occurrence of major
inflows than hitherto supposed. They concluded, that increased zonal circulation might
result in intensified precipitation in the Baltic region and increased river runoff. In addition, river regulation re-distributes runoff over many months and gives rise to higher
values <luring autumn and winter. Increased winter runoff (averaged from September
to March) seems to reduce the probability of major Baltic inflows. It is noteworthy,
that these changes coincidence with changes in !arge scale circulation patterns. A recent study on the link between the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) and the Arctic
ice export (Hilmer and Jung 2000) revealed an eastward shift in the position of the
NAO centers of inter-annual variability <luring the two last decades. However, further
investigations in this field are still necessary to elucidate involved processes.
A history of long-term Baltic Sea modeling is summarized by Omstedt et al. (2000).

3

The coupled ice-ocean model

RCO is a further development of the OCCAM version (Ocean Circulation Climate Advanced Modeling Project at the James Rennel Division, Southampton Oceanography
Centre, Southampton, UK; see Webb et al. 1997) of the widely used Bryan-CoxSemtner primitive equation ocean mode! (Bryan 1969; Semtner 1974; Cox 1984) with a
free surface (Killworth et al. 1991). OCCAM includes improved vertical and horizontal
advection schemes (Webb 1995; Webb et al. 1998), harmonic horizontal viscosity and
diffusivity and a third order polynomial approximation (Bryan and Cox 1972) for the
equation of state, as proposed by the Joint Panel on Oceanographic Tables and Standards (UNESCO 1981) and as described by Gill (1982). The conservation equations
of momentum, mass, potential temperature and salinity are discretized in spherical
co-ordinates on the Arakawa-B-grid (Mesinger and Arakawa 1976) horizontally and in
geopotential levels vertically.
The mode! domain of RCO is limited with open boundaries in the northern Kattegat
(see Fig.l). Open boundary conditions, as developed by Stevens (1990, 1991), are utilized.
The mode! depths are based on realistic bottom topography data (Seifert and Kayser
1995; Fig.1). RCO makes use of 41 levels with layer thicknesses from 3 m close to
the surface to 12 m near the bottom. The maximum depth in RCO is only 250 m, to
avoid small time steps. The horizontal resolution is 6 nm, corresponding to l':,.<p = 6 ',
l':,.A = 12' with latitude <p and longitude A.
As mixing plays a dominant role for the physics of an estuary like the Baltic Sea,
a sophisticated two-equation turbulence mode! of the k - E type (cf. Svensson 1979;
Rodi 1980; Omstedt et al. 1983) is used with corrected dissipation term, flux boundary
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conditions to include the effect of a turbulence enhanced layer due to breaking surface
gravity waves and a parameterization for breaking interna! waves (Meier 2000).
The ocean mode! in RCO is coupled with a Hibler-type (Hibler 1979) two-level (open
water and ice) dynamic-thermodynamic sea ice mode!. An extension of the widely
used viscous-plastic rheology with an elastic component (Hunke and Dukowicz 1997)
leads to a fully explicit numerical scheme, that improves computational efficiency, particularly on high resolution grids, and easily adapts to parallel computer architectures.
Within each time step, the dynamic component needs to be sub-cycled several times
to damp elastic waves. As described in Hunke and Zhang (1999), the elastic term
initially makes a prediction for the ice stress, which is then 'corrected' towards the
viscous-plastic solution by means of sub-cycling. By choosing the number of sub-cycles
(N), a compromise has to be made between an energetic solution, that quickly adjusts
<luring rapidly changing forcing conditions (small N), and a solution, that does not
significantly differ from the viscous-plastic one on longer time scales (high N). The
mode! sensitivity on artificial, rheology specific parameters and on horizontal resolution
is quite small, showing the robustness of the method. The equations of the ice mode!
are discretized on the same grid as used for the ocean.
The ice thermodynamic is based on Semtner's layer models (Semtner 1976) for thick
ice/snow (multiple layers) and thin ice/snow ('zero'-layer) using characteristic discrimination thicknesses for ice (25 cm) and snow (15 cm). In RCO thick ice consists of one
or two layers and thick snow consists of one layer. The reason for the discrimination
between thick and thin ice/snow is numerical stability. The 'zero'-layer models for ice
and snow are based on simple heat budgets. Precipitation from the atmosphere mode!
over sea ice is assumed to be converted to snow. Snow is converted to snow ice, if
flooding (as calculated from Archimedes' law) occurs.
Standard bulk formulae are used to calculate sea surface wind stress, sensible and latent
heat fluxes, shortwave and longwave radiation, see Appendices A and B. The albedo
for the open water surface is calculated from Fresnel's formula. In case of ice, four
different surface albedos for dry and wet ice and for dry and wet snow are employed
according to Perovich (1996).
For a more detailed mode! description of RCO, the reader is referred to Meier et al.
(1999), Meier (2000) and Meier et al. (2001). Results of 13-year hindcast simulations
for the period May 1980 until December 1993 have been compared with observations
by Meier (1999). A performance analysis ofthe multiprocessor mode! is given by Meier
and Faxen (2001).

4

N umerical experiments

In Table 1 the experiments performed for this study are summarized. They are divided
into three groups: hindcast, control and scenario runs. Sensitivity experiments within
6

#

Experiment

Meteorological
forcing

River

Sea level

Integration

version

runoff

length
13.6 yr

RCO

Hl

hindcast
(standard)

RCO-a

SMHI database

observed

Kattegat
1980-93

H2

hindcast

RCO-a

observed

1980-93

13.6 yr

H3
H4

hindcast
hindcast

RCO-b
RCO-a,

ERA wind,
SMHI database
SMHI database
SMHI database

observed
observed

1980-93
1980-93

13.6 yr
13.6 yr

H5

hindcast

RCO-a,
Ri mix
RCO-a

SMHI database

observed

1980-93

13.6 yr

RCAl control

HBV control

1980-89

9.5 yr

RCO-a
RCO-b
RCO-a

SMHI database
RCAl control
RCAl scenario

HBV control
HBV control

HBV scenario

1980-89
1980-89
1980-89

10.0 yr
9.5 yr
9.5 yr

RCO-a

RCAl scenario

HBV hindcast

1980-89

99.5 yr

sub-cycling
RCAl scenario
RCAl scenario

plus change
HBV scenario
HBV scenario

sub-cycling

RCAl scenario

HBV scenario

S=O

Cl

control

(standard)
C2
C3
S1

control
control
scenario

(standard)
S2

scenario

S3
S4

scenario

S5

scenario

scenario

RCO-b
RCO-a,
S =0
RCO-a

1980-89
1980-89

9.5 yr
9.5 yr

1980-89
cm

9.5 yr

+ 50

Table 1: Experiments performed for this study using the Baltic Sea coupled ice-ocean
mode/, RCO. RCO-a and RCO-b denote two versions with different radiative surface
heat fiuxes (see Tab.2). In experiments H4 and S4 salinity is kept equal ta zero and
in experiment H5 Richardson number dependent friction is used. RCA1 is the revised
version af the Rossby Centre regional climate atmosphere mode/ with 88 km horizontal
resolution and with boundary data from the global HadCM2 simulations. HBV-Baltic
is a regional river runoff model for the Baltic Sea catchment area. The atmospheric
forcing in case af the hindcast experiments consists af three hourly horizontal maps
af surface variables based an observations (SMHI database) ar six hourly re-analysis
wind fields. In all experiments {hindcast, control ar scenario runs), observed initial
conditions for May 26 1980 and hourly sea leve/ observations from the Swedish tide
gauge Ringhals in Kattegat (57° N 15', 12° E 51) are used. In experiment S5 an assumed
global mean sea leve/ rise af 50 cm is added ta these sea leve/ data. In case af infiow,
temperature and salinity are nudged towards observed climatological mean profiles af
the open sea monitoring station P2 in the northern Kattegat (57° N 52', 11° E 18'}.
each group are performed to make interpretation ofresults easier. In hindcast runs (Hl
to H5) observed atmospheric forcing (or re-analysis data) and monthly mean, observed
river runoff are used. The investigated period is May 1980 to December 1993.
In the hindcast runs the meteorological forcing is calculated from three hourly fields
for sea leve! pressure, geostrophic wind components, air temperature in 2 m height,
relative humidity in 2 m height, total cloud cover and precipitation from the Swedish
Meteorological and Hydrological lnstitute (SMHI) database. To obtain the atmospheric
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forcing, observations are interpolated on an one degree regnlar horizontal grid (Lars
Meuller, pers. comm.). The wind is reduced to 10 m height according to Bumke et
al. ( 1998). In experiment H2 these geostrophic based wind fields are replaced by 10 m
winds of the ECMWF re-analysis (ERA, see Gibson et al. 1997). The other meteorological variables are taken from the SMHI database also in this run.
Two different RCO versions (RCO-a and RCO-b) are utilized to calculate mode! dependent uncertainties. In the version RCO-a surface fluxes are calculated from bulk
formulae, as given in Appendices A and B. In the version RCO-b shortwave and incoming longwave radiation are modified according to Bodin (1979). In addition, some
minor changes are performed (Tab.2).

subject
cloudiness function of
incoming longwave radiation

solar constant
cloud cover correction of
solar radiation over ice
albedos for dry and wet ice,
dry and wet snow
min. permitted ice thickness
ice-ocean heat flux
snow ice model

(flooding)
k- E mode!

Il

RCO-a

RCO-b

(1 + 0.2232 ci·")
(Maykut and Church 1973;
see Appendix A)
So = 1.368 • 10° J m 2 s 1
(1 - C~ Fa)
(Laevastu 1960)
0.7, 0.3, 0.87, 0.77
(Perovich 1996)
hmin = 0.02 cm
Tw -Tfp > 0°C
5 cm negative freeboard
allowed (cf. Saloranta 2000)

°' (1 + 0.18 ci)

°'

°'

reduced dissipation

(Bodin 1979;
see Meier et al. 1999)
So = 1.353 • 10 3 J m 2 s
0( (1- CaFa}
(Bodin 1979)
0.45, 0.2, 0.87, 0.77
hmin

1

= 0.04 cm
> 0.1°G

Tw -Tfp

no negative freeboard
no reduction

(see Meier 2000)

Table 2: Differences in the two RCO versions {RCO-a and RCO-b) used in the report.
For details the reader is referred to Appendices A and B and to the description of RCO
by Meier et al. {1999).

In experiments H4 and S4 salinity is kept equal to zero to show the sensitivity of sea
ice on surface salinity and to show the consequence of stratification for the scenario
run. In experiment H5 Richardson number dependent friction has been used instead
of the k - E turbulence mode! resulting in underestimated mixed layer depths (Meier
2000). This experiment is performed to demonstrate the sensitivity of sea ice on the
seasonal heat content in the ocean.
The river runoff data have been taken from the BALTEX (Baltic Sea Experiment) Hydrological Data Centre at SMHI. The monthly data do not only represent the inflow by
major rivers, hut the runoff through coastal segments including also estimated smaller
runoff ways (Bergström and Carlsson 1994). In RCO the 29 most important coastal
segments are considered.
As precipitation in the RCA control run is higher compared to present-day climate,
8

run C2 with increased river runoff from the control run is performed to show the sensitivity of stratification, <luring the time slice experiments, on the additional artificial
fresh water input (10 year integration length). In the RCA control run, the 10-year
mean runoff amounts to 19,958 m 3 / s, whereas the 18-year mean for 1981-1998 is only
15,053 m 3 / s (Tab.3). That is an increase of 32.6 %. The river discharges for this experiment and for both time slice experiments (control and scenario run) are calculated
with a large-scale hydrological mode! (the HBV-Baltic mode!, Graham 1999), which is
forced by daily mean air temperature and precipitation results from the RCA mode!
simulations.

Observation
15,310

HBV hindcast
15,053

Scenario
21,154

Control
19,958

HBV hindcast plus change
16,311

Table 3: Total river runoff inta the Baltic Sea in m 3 /s. The mean runoff from observations is calculated for the period 1950-1990 (Bergström and Carlsson 1994}- The
HBV-Baltic base condition is calculated for the 18-year period 1981-1998 (Graham
1999}. The mean runoff for control and scenario run are 10-year means (Phil Graham
2000; pers.comm.}. The last value denotes the 1981-1998 HBV-Baltic base condition
with monthly temperature change and seasonal precipitation change from RCA1 (Phil
Graham 2000; pers.comm.}.

In the control (Cl, C3) and scenario experiments (S1 to S5) RCO is forced with data
from RCA (Rummukainen et al. 2000; Räisänen et al. 2000), which is based on the
High Resolution Limited Area Mode!, HIRLAM (Källen 1996). HIRLAM is used for
numerical weather prediction in several European countries. Compared to HIRLAM,
in RCA the land surface and snow schemes have been changed and separate modules
have been added for inland lakes and the Baltic Sea. Here, data of the revised version
of RCA (RCAl) are used with a rotated latitude-longitude grid of 88 km resolution
and with 19 hybrid levels between the surface and 10 hPa. It is forced by the driving
GCM from its lateral boundaries and from below, by Atlantic sea surface and deep soil
temperatures. For the Baltic Sea surface RCA is fully coupled with the horizontally
integrated mode! with 13 vertically resolved boxes by Omstedt (1990) and Omstedt
and Nyberg (1996). Lake temperatures are also modeled in an interactive manner in
the Baltic Sea drainage basin (the RCA mode! domain including the Baltic Sea and the
area, where the lake module is applied, are shown in Fig.1 by Räisänen et al. 2000).
The lake module (Ljungemyr et al. 1996) treats shallow (mean depth less than 10 m)
lakes with a 0-dimensional energy balance mode! and deep lakes (mean depth over 10
m) with a vertically resolved mode!. Ice cover and ice thickness are also simulated
in both the Baltic Sea and inland lake modules. A fully coupled RCA-RCO mode! is
presently under development at the Rossby Centre.
The RCA simulations are dynamical downscaling experiments using boundary data
from the global ocean-atmosphere circulation mode! from the Hadley Centre, HadCM2
(Johns et al. 1997; Mitchell and Johns 1997; cf. Räisänen and Döscher 1999). Two
9

10-year time slice simulations representing control (pre-industrial, approximately the
fifties) and scenario (future) climate with 150% increased greenhouse gas concentrations compared to the control conditions are performed. No sulphate aerosol forcing
is included in this GCM experiment. In the transient run gradually increasing CO 2
represents the change in greenhouse gas forcing from the pre-industrial era. The used
period of the corresponding time slice experiments extends from 2039 till 2049. If
one wants to interpret differences between the scenario and the control run as climate
changes from the present to some period in the future, this future should be placed
somewhere around the year 2100. The global mean temperature between the two time
slices increases by 2.6°C.
The climate in the RCA control run and its relation to the control climate in the driving GCM were discussed by Rummukainen et al. (2000). The GCM simulation was
generally found to be of reasonably high quality for the Nordic region (compared with
the errors typically present in current atmosphere-ocean GCMs), but some marked
biases were also identified. HadCM2 was found to have a general cold bias in surface
air temperature in spring and summer, which reaches 3-4°C in the Nordic Countries
in July. Precipitation is above the CRU climatology (Hulme et al. 1995) in winter and
spring and somewhat below it in summer. The biases in RCA followed more or less
closely the driving GCM results. In Räisänen et al. (2000) the RCA scenario run is
analyzed and discussed. The 10-year annual mean change (scenario minus control) in
surface air temperature over the Baltic Sea area is between 2 and 3°G with somewhat
larger increases in the Bothnian Bay and Gulf of Finland (see Fig.2 by Räisänen et al.
2000). In summer (June-August) the increase is smaller (2-3°C over the entire Baltic)
and in winter (December-February) higher (3-4 °Cover the Baltic proper and Bothnian
Sea and 4-5°C over the Bothnian Bay and Gulf of Finland) than in the annual mean.
Using six hourly atmospheric data from RCA (sea leve! pressure, 10 m wind speed,
2 m air temperature, 2 m relative humidity, total cloudiness and precipitation), sea
surface fluxes in RCO are calculated from the same bulk formulae as in the hindcast
experiment (Appendices A and B). As the available record of forcing data starts in
September, the heat content of initial temperature profiles would affect the first winter. Consequently, RCO has been started in May of the following year, before the
spring thermocline starts to develop. Tims, the RCO integration length of control and
scenario time slices is only 9.5 years.

5

Spin-up strategy

From the outlined experiment strategy a problem occurs in connection with the initial
conditions for the scenario run. Here, it is assumed, that present-day temperature and
salinity fields (from May 1980) could be used to initialize the future scenario time slice
experiment as well. This assumption is questionable due to two reasons.
Firstly, precipitation and therefore river runoff are higher in the scenario run compared
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with the control run. The change in mnoff (scenario minus control run) calculated with
the HBV-Baltic mode! is about 1,200 m 3 / s (Tab.3). That is an increase of 6%. This
additional amount of fresh water causes the Baltic Sea surface layer to drift to lower
salinities.
Secomlly, stratification in the Baltic Sea is very much dependent on salt water inflows,
especially major salt water inflows (see Section 2). Due to these events the variability
of bottom layer salinity in the Baltic proper has been quite high <luring the past 100
years (between 11 and 14 psu in 200 m depth at Gotland Deep). If changing climate
will alter the frequency of salt water inflows, is an open question. If there is a lack
in salt water inflows in future, the Baltic Sea deep layer will drift to lower salinities.
The corresponding time scale of this drift is the longest in the estuarian system and is
related to diffusion across the halocline. The typical residence time of the Baltic proper
is about 30 years, much !anger than the integration period of the time slice experiments.
Hence, a forecast, how haline stratification will develop within the next 100 years, is
impossible without performing a reliable coupled atmosphere-ocean transient run. As
outlined above, the observed decreased number of salt water inflows <luring the last 3
decades may be a hint, that salinity in the Baltic Sea could decrease in future. Although
thc forecast of salinity is impossible with the time slice approach, the uncertainty of
predicted climate change for other variables like sea surface temperature or ice coverage
can be estimated starting the scenario mn from different realistic extremes, representing future variability. As future variability may be very different from present-day
variability, thcse extremes cannot be taken from extreme observations of the past 100
years (since observations exist). First of all, the worst case has been assumed with 110
information about salinity at all. Hence, in an additional scenario mn the Baltic Sea
has been treated as a lake without haline stratification (salinity equal to zero, S4, see
Tab.1). The results have beei1 compared with the standard scenario run (S1) initialized
with present-day haline conditions (see next section). As, for example, details of the
results for seasonal mean sea surface tcmperature change show quite !arge differences
(defined as uncertainties of thc predicted climate change signal), the spin-up strategy
in this report is refined. RCO is nsed in a sub-cycling experiment to spin-up initial
conditions for the scenario time slice run in 90 years, using the same 9-ycar forcing
fields from the RCA scenario mn repeatedly 10 times (S2). Thereby, again the worst
case has been assumed, so that the result could be regarded as extreme future projection with lowest possible haline stratification. Sea leve! elevations in Kattegat during
each sub-cycle are prescribed from observations for the period May 1980 until April
1989. Consequently, 110 major salt wat.er inflow occurred (as in hindcast and control
experiments). River mnoffin the spin-up experiment is calculated with the HBV-Baltic
mode! from observations plus the relative change of scenario minus control run. In thc
calculations the monthly temperature change and the seasonal precipitation change
(winter, spring, summer, fall) from RCA are used (Phil Graham 2000; pers.comm.).
The increase compared to the hindcast mn is 8% (Tab.3). In the next scction results
of both scenario experiments without and with spin-up (S1 and S2) are compared with
the control mn (C 1).
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6

Results

In this section, results of hindcast, control and scenario runs are presented. Thereby,
the focus is on time evolution of salinity in the Baltic proper, amma! and seasonal
mean sea surface temperature (SST), ice extent variability, mean maximum annual ice
thickness, mean ice season length, mean sea surface height (SSH) and mean maximum
amma! SSH.

6.1

Vertical profiles of salinity

In Fig.2, observed and simulated isohaline depths at Gotland Deep (BY15) in the
eastern Gotland Basin are shown. The observations include 153 profiles between May
1980 and December 1993. During the stagnation period salinity in the deeper layer
of the Baltic Sea decreased remarkably (between May 1980 and December 1992 by
about 2 psu), because almost no saltier water originating from the North Sea was
advected horizontally into the Gotland Deep. The results of the hindcast experiment
(Hl, Fig.2b) are in good agreement with the observations. As shown by Meier (2000,
Fig.16c), there is no systematic bias in the deep layer salinity in RCO and only a small
bias (i.e., higher mo del salinities) in the upper layer of 0.1 to 0.4 psu after 13.6 years
of simulation. However, the gradient of the upper halocline is slightly reduced by the
mode!. The control run (Cl, Fig.2c) shows very similar salinity evolution than in the
hindcast run, hut the halocline is sharper, bottom salinity after 9.5 years is slightly
higher (0.1 to 0.4 psu), and surface layer salinity is lower (-0.5 to -0.8 psu; Fig.3a).
The halocline in the scenario run (Sl, Fig.2d) is somewhat deeper than in the control
run and surface layer salinity is lower with -0.2 to -0.5 psu (Fig.3b).
To explain the differences, two sensitivity experiments for the hindcast period have been
performed with increased runoff calculated with the HBV-Baltic mode! from the control
run (C2) and with ERA wind forcing instead of the geostrophic based winds from the
SMHI database (H2). The corresponding differences with the standard hindcast run
are shown in Fig.3c and Fig.3d, respectively. The additional river runoff of the control
run of about 4,900 m 3 / s reduces surface layer salinity by -0.5 to -0.8 psu after 10 years
and causes a deeper halocline. Thus, the reduced surface layer salinity of the control
run, compared with the hindcast run, can be explained partly by additional freshwater
forcing (including a smaller contribution from net precipitation). In the scenario run
the even higher runoff (1,200 m 3 / s more than in the control run, see Tab.3) reduces
surface layer salinity further and deepens the halocline compared to the control run.
It is important to note, that additional river runoff does not influence bottom salinity.
The differences of halocline gradients and salinities in the deeper layer are caused by
differences between different wind forcings. In coarse resolution atmosphere models
(e.g. ERA, RCA) simulated 10 m wind speeds with amplitudes higher than 10 m/s are
typically underestimated systematicly compared to observations, whereas geostrophic
based wind speeds used in the standard hindcast run with amplitudes higher than 10
m/s are overestimated. Higher wind speeds cause increased diapycnical mixing in the
deep layer and across the halocline (Ekman pumping/suction). Thus, bottom salinity
is slightly higher and halocline gradients are sharper in the control run (Cl) compared
12
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Figure 2: Observed {a} and simulated {b-e} isohaline depths {in psu) at Gotland Deep
{BY15): {b) hindcast run {Hl), (c) control run {Cl), (d} scenario run {S1} and (e)
scenario run after 90 years oj spin-up time {S2}. Note the different color bar in (e).
to the hindcast run (Hl) , (Fig.3a), and in the hindcast run with ERA wind forcing
(H2) compared to the hindcast run (Hl) , (Fig.3d).
During the 99.5-year integration of the scenario run S2, salinity in the Baltic Sea decreases tremendously due to diffusion across the halocline and due to increased river
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Figure 3: Differences oj simulated isohaline depths (in psu) at Gotland Deep (BY15}:
(a) control run (Cl} minus hindcast run (Hl}, (b) scenario run (Si) minus control run
{Cl}, (c) control run with only increased river runoff (C2) minus hindcast run (Hl},
(d) hindcast run with ERA wind forcing {H2} minus standard run (Hi).
runoff (Fig.4b). The comparison of the last 9.5 years of the scenario run S2 (Fig.2e)
with the control run Cl (Fig.2c) shows that salinity in the deep layer has decreased
by about 6 to 6.5 psu and in the surface layer by about 3 to 4 psu. However, there is
still a remarkable stratification present with a halocline between 50 and 150 m depth.
Sea surface and bottom salinity are 3-4 and 6-6.5 psu, respectively. Salinity does not
decrease further, because an inflow event every 9 years (after about 1800 days of each
sub-cycle) renews the deep water continuously. During the first decades overflowing
water from the sill between Bornholm and Gotland Basin (Stolpe Channel) replaces
water in the upper halocline evident from the temperature record (Fig.4a). After salinity in the bottom layer has decreased correspondingly, the overflow water replaces also
bottom water. Now, bottom salinity in the Baltic proper increases by about 0.4 psu
<luring each salt water inflow, compensating the salinity loss due to diffusion in 9 years.
After 100 years the system is in quasi-equilibrium approximately.
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Figure 4: ( a) Jsotherm depths {in °G) and {b) isohaline depths {in psu} at Gotland
Deep {BY15} during the 99.5-year spin-up {S2}.

6.2

Sea surface temperature

Temperature and salinity in the standard hindcast simulation (Hl) are found to agree
well with observations. A comparison of observed and simulated median, first and
third quartile profiles from different basins has been presented by Meier (2000). The
mo del reproduces salinity gradients from North to South as well as from the surface
to the bottom quite well. Also median temperature profiles and its variability are in
agreement with observations. A revised heat flux package and an improved k - E turbulence model contribute to the good results.
Here, the focus is on SSTs. Mo del results of four different basins are shown in Fig.5 and
compared with available data from corresponding monitoring stations. Mean errors are
± 0.l°C except for the Bornholm Basin (0.4°C, Tab.4). Root mean square errors are
only slightly higher t han 1°C in all basins (highest in the Gulf of Finland with 1.3 °C,
Tab.4).
In Fig.6, monthly mean sea surface temperature differences are shown. In the northern
sub-basins only during the summer months May to November a sufficient number of
observations is available. SST biases in RCO are smaller than natura} variability and
are of the order ± 1°C. The larger seasonal cycle in RCO is explained by the fact that
ma inly land stations are included in the SMHI database.
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Figure 5: Simulated (solid, run Hl} and observed (asterisk signs) sea surface temperature (in °C) from the period May 1980 until December 1993 at SR5 in the Bothnian
Sea (a), LL07 in the Gulf af Finland (b}, BY15 in Gotland Basin (c) and BYS in
Bornholm Basin ( d}. Positions are shown in Figure 1.
In Fig.7, annual and seasonal mean SSTs of the control run (Cl) are shown and compared with the hindcast run (Hl). The bias of the amma! mean SST is smaller than
1°C with a positive bias in the Bothnian Sea and Bothnian Bay and a negative bias in
the central and northern Gotland Basin and in the south-western Baltic. In autumn
and winter SSTs in almost the entire mode! domain are warmer in the control run.
The largest positive differences between control and hindcast results occur in winter in
the southern Gotland Basin and in autumn in the central Bothnian Sea (> 1.8 °C). In
spring SSTs in the southern and central Baltic Sea and in summer in almost the entire
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I Station I
SR5
1107
BY15
BY5

I Numbcr I ME I RMSE I

Position

61 ° N 05.0',
59°N50.5',
57°N20.0',
55° N 15.0',

19°E 35.0'
24°E50.3'
20°E03.0'
15°E 59.0'

124
103
151
244

0.1
-0.1
0.1
0.4

1.1
1.3
1.2
1.0

Table 4: Mean error (ME} and roat mean square error (RMSE) af sea surface temperature (in °C) from the period May 1980 until December 1993 at monitoring stations
SR5 in the Bothnian Sea, LL07 in the Gulf af Finland, BY15 in Gotland Basin and
B Y5 in Bornholm Basin. Positions are shown in Fig.1. The data are depicted in Fig. 5.
In addition, numbers af observations are listed.
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Figure 6: Monthly mean sea surface temperature differences between mode/ results (Hl}
and observations. The same sub-set af stations as in Fig.5 is shown. The shaded areas
indicate observed natura/ variability defined by the standard deviation. By definition,
standard deviation is set ta zero, if only one af the possible 13 values per month includes
data (the case, that a month contains no data, does not occur).
Baltic Sea are colder in the control than in the hindcast run. The largest negative
differenccs are found in the central Gotland Basin around Gotland (< -2.6 °C). The
spring/summer colcl bias in SSTs follows a corresponding 2 m air temperature bias in
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Figure 7: Upper panel: S ea surface temperature (in °C) of the control run (Cl}.
From left to right, the 9-year annual mean and seasonal means for winter (DecemberFebruary=DJF}, spring (March-May= MAM} , summer (June-August=JJA) and autumn (September-November= SON} are depicted. Note the different color bars. Lower
panel: As the upper panel but corresponding differences between control (Cl) and hindcast run (Hl}.
HadCM2 and consequently RCA (Räisänen and Döscher 1999; Rummukainen et al.
2000). However , the autumn/winter warm bias is caused by an increase of incoming
longwave radiation due to higher total cloudiness in the RCA control run compared to
the SMHI database.
T he annual and seasonal mean SST changes (scenario minus control run) are shown in
Fig.8 and Fig.9, respectively. In addition, two changes are compared to each other: the
difference between standard scenario (S1) and control run (C l ) and the difference between scenario run with spin-up (S2) and control run (C l). In Tab.5 the corresponding
area mean SST changes for the Baltic Sea (excluding the Kattegat) are listed. The annual mean SST change is about 2.3°C, averaged over the Baltic Sea without Kattegat,
in both scenario experiments. Maxima (> 2.6 °C) are found in the eastern Bothnian
Sea, southern Gulf of Finland, central Gotland Basin and Bornholm Basin. Near the
Swedish coasts, in the northern Bothnian Bay and at the east end of the Gulf of Finland
the warming is only about 2 °C or locally even smaller. Minimum change occurs in the
Kattegat close to the open boundary, because in case of inflow temperature profiles
are nudged towards present-day climatology in control and scenario simulations. The
differences between the two scenario experiments are small in the annual mean and do
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i Experiment i Annual i DJF i MAM i JJA I SON I
a
b
C

d
e
f
g

S1 - Cl
S2 - Cl
S2 - S1
S3 - C3
(S3 - C3)
-(S1 - Cl)
S4 - Cl
S4 - S1

2.28
2.33
0.04
2.43
0.15

2.24
2.54
0.30
2.18
-0.06

2.65
2.70
0.06
2.68
0.04

2.50
2.03
-0.48
2.61
0.10

2.02
2.03
0.01
2.25
0.23

2.34
0.06

2.83
0.59

2.78
0.13

1.82 1.95
-0.69 -0.07

Table 5: Changes oj area m ean sea surface temperatures {in °C) excluding Kattegat
for the standard scenario experiment without ( a) and with spun up initial conditions
{b). {c} shows the differences between these two changes. In {d} the modified version
RCO-b has been used and in ( e) the differences between ( d} and {a) are listed. In (!)
the scen ario run with zero salinity is utilized and in (g) the differences between (!) and
( a) are tabulated.

not exceed the range between -0.4 and 0.5 °C locally (Fig.8c).
The largest warming of more than 3.8°C is simulated in the Bay of Bothnia and Bothnian Sea in summer using the standard scenario experiment (Fig.9). Contrary, warming
of SST is smallest in the northern parts of the Baltic in winter and spring, because
these areas are still ice covered in the scenario run. As ice extent is smaller in the
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scenario simulation (see next subsection), only those regions will warm up, where the
ice has vanished in the mean, i.e., in the Bothnian Sea in spring. In autumn a pronounced east-west asymmetry in the entire model domain is found. Upwelling areas
are warmed by less than 1.2 °C, whereas downwelling areas are warmed by more than
2.4 °C or even higher (in the South of the Gulf of Finland). This signal is so intense,
that also the annual mean is affected (Fig.8a,b).
Seasonal area mean changes in the scenario run with spin-up do not differ by more than
±0.5 °C with the largest deviation in summer (Tab.5). Also similar horizontal anomaly
patterns are found in this scenario, but there are local differences as well (Fig.9, center column). The right column in Fig.9 shows the differences, i.e., a measure of the
uncertainty due to the unknown initial conditions. In general, these differences are
in the range between - 1.4 and l.8°C, i.e., smaller than the simulated climate change
signals-. The largest positive and negative differences are found in winter and summer,
respectively, both in the Bothnian Bay. Consequently, the simulated climate change
in the northernmost basin with the weakest haline stratification is the most uncertain.
Although present-day stratification is small, it limits mixed layer depths effectively.
With even smaller stratification in the scenario experiment S2 summer mixed layer
depths increase and SSTs decrease consequently.
Contrary, if it is assumed that the Baltic Sea will be a lake in future (with zero salinity),
corresponding SST differences will be much larger locally (Fig.10 and Fig.11). Even in
the annual mean, differences between the changes (S4 minus S1) of more than 0.9°C
occur in the Gulf of Finland. This signal is very intense in winter (Fig.11). In summer
SST warming in S4 is smallest, because a deeper seasonal thermocline compensates
the additional heat input into the ocean. The differences between area mean changes
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amount to 0.59°0 in winter and to -0.69°0 in summer (Tab.5).
In addition, the comparison with area mean 2 m air temperature is interesting. Corresponding changes of annual, winter, spring, summer and autumn means are 2.9°C,
3.5°C, 2.9°C, 2.4°C and 2.6°C, respectively (Jouni Räisänen 2000; pers.comm.). Obviously, the higher temperature change in the atmosphere in winter does not warm
the water body to the same amount, because still available sea ice in the scenario run
isolates it.

6.3
6.3.1

Sea ice
Hindcast simulations

Prognostic variables of the ice mode! are ice velocities, ice thickness, ice concentration,
snow thickness, heat content of brine, surface temperature, snow (one layer) and ice
temperatures (two layers). As long-term observations for mast of these variables are
largely missing, the validation is focused 011 ice extent, monitoring data of ice and snow
thickness and ice concentration from satellite data in the Bay of Bothnia. Horizontally
resolved statistical data processed from ice charts are available, toa (SMHI and FIMR
1982). However, these observations cover the period 1963-1979 with, 011 average, more
severe winters than during the simulation period 1980-1993 making a direct comparison
of results difficult.
Fig.12a shows simulated total ice extent compared with the observed maximum ice
extent. Ice extent is highly correlated with air temperature, but it represents also a
sensitive measure of ice mode! performance (albedos, ice-ocean heat flux, etc.). The
mean simulated (observed) maximum ice extent is 196 • 10 9 m 2 (181 • 109 m 2 ), the min2
imum is 91 • 109 m 2 (52 • 10 9 m 2 ), and the maximum is 356 • 109 m 2 ( 405 · 10 9 m ). The
correspondence between mode! results and observations in Fig.12a is encouraging. In
same mild winters maximum ice extent is somewhat overestimated. However, the overall agreement is good (Tab.6). The mean error is 15 • 109 m 2 (mode! overestimation
of about 8 %) and the roat mean square error is 39 · 10 9 m 2 . The mode! simulation
shows also high skill for the <late, when the maximum ice extent occurred. In Tab.6
two alternatives of observed <late of maximum ice extent are listed. The first one is
based upon data from the Finnish Institute of Marine Research (FIMR) and the second
one from the SMHI. There is only one exception (winter 1988/89), when the ice mode!
predicted a higher ice extent much earlier than the observations. However, there is
also a disagreement between the two data sets of 39 days. Without this runaway winter, the mean error is -2 days and the roat mean square error is 11 days for the SMHI
ice data. The skill is even higher if the mode! results are compared with FIMR ice data.
In Figures 12b and 12c, simulated ice and snow thickness are compared to measurements at the coastal station Kemi in the northern Bothnian Bay. The data are published in reports of the FIMR (Finnish Marine Research 1982, Kalliosaari and Seinä
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Figure 12: (a) Simulated ice covered area (in 109 m 2 ) for the period July 1 1980 until
June 30 1993. Squares denote observed maximum ice extent (ej. Omstedt and Nyberg,
1996). (b} Simulated ice and (c) snow thickness (in cm) at the monitorin9 station
Kemi in the Bothnian Bay (see Fig.1}. Plus signs denote observations from Finnish
Marine Research {1982}, Kalliosaari and Seinä {1987}, Seinä and Kalliosaari {1991},
Seinä and Peltola {1991} and Seinä et al. (1996). The winter 1990/91 data are not
available. Tickmarks denote July 1. Solid lines show the standard run (Hl} and dotted
the sensitivity run with icier climate (H3}. The dashed line in (a) denotes the Baltic
Sea surface area includin9 Belt Sea, Sound and Kattegat (420,560 km2 ).
1987, Seinä and Kalliosaari 1991, Seinä and Peltola 1991, Seinä et al. 1996). Interannual variability of maximum ice thickness in the Bothnian Bay is smaller than in case
of ice cover. The agreement between mode! results and observations is regarded as very
good, although the ice thickness <luring the severe winter 1985/86 is overestimated and
although snow thickness is underestimated <luring some years (e.g., 1982/83). However,
one has to keep in mind, that the precipitation data from the SMHI database might
have a !arge error (the monitoring stations are located at land including some islands)
and that the used snow ice mode! is quite simple. Precipitation over sea ice is assumed
to be converted to snow and snow is converted to snow ice, if flooding occurs. As
negative freeboard conditions in the Baltic fast ice area last up to months (Saloranta
2000), a negative freeboard of up to 5 cm is allowed. lce and snow thicknesses are very
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year

1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993

max ice extent {10 9 m 2 )
il.
data model

175
255
117
187
355
337
405
149
52
67
122
66
70

180
237
170
182
354
314
356
163
109
95
171
91
125

5
-18
53
-5
-1
-23
-49
14
57
28
49
25
55

data FIMR

date (mode[ errors in days)
data SMHI model llFJMR

0316
0226
0312
0322
0221
0227
0313
0319
0227
0131
0219
0220
0224

0317
0223
0303
0323
0222
0302
0316
0319
0119
0118
0220
0221
0225

0317
0125
0303
0326
0225
0303
0314
0323
1228
0121
0220
0223
0305

I
Table 6: Observed and simulated maximum
error, RMSE = roat mean square error).
Nyberg {1996). The mean error and the roat
ice extent without the runaway winter 1989

llsMHI

1
-32
-9
4
4
4
1
4
-61
-10
1
3
9

0
-29
0
3
3
1
-2
4
-22
3
0
2
8
-2 (-1)

Il (9)

I

-6 (-2)

20 (Il)

I

ice extent (6 = model error, ME = mean
The data are adopted from Omstedt and
mean square error oj the date oj maximum
are given in brackets.

sensitive on changes within the snow ice mode!.
In Fig.12, the additional dotted line denotes results calculated with RCO-b (H3). This
hindcast simulation shows good performance compared to observations as well, hut
ice extent and ice thickness are slightly overestimated. As the slightly better performance of RCO-a might be caused only by compensating errors in the surface heat flux
package (i.e. radiative fluxes) and in the meteorological forcing data (see discussion),
both versions are used in scenario simulations to illustrate the uncertainty of results on
utilized heat flux parameterizations (including the heat flux between ice and ocean).
In the following, both ensembles (scenarios with RCO-a and RCO-b) are assumed to
be equally realistic.
Information of horizontal distribution of ice thickness and ice concentration is included
in ice charts drawn from observations and published by SMHI regularly twice a week.
Three examples from anormal (1983/84), severe (1986/87) and mild (1991/92) ice winter, close to the <late of maximum ice extent, are shown in Fig.13, Fig.14 and Fig.15,
respectively.
Although in RCO only one ice dass is considered, the simulated ice
thickness field shows similarity with the observations. In Fig.13, simulated maxima
in the northern Bothnian Bay fast ice zone ( > 75 cm) and in the central Bothnian
Bay ( > 60 cm) and the minimum of very thin or new ice in the central Bothnian Sea
(< 5 cm) occur in the observations as well. During the severe winter 1986/87 almost
the entire Baltic is frozen (Fig.14). Only in the southern Baltic proper open water is
observed. Simulated ice thickness in the Bothnian Bay is somewhat toa thick (Fig.14,
upper panel). During the mild winter 1991/92 simulated ice extent is slightly overes25
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Figurc 13: Simulated ice thickness (in cm) an March 23 1984 (Hl, upper panel), compared with the corresponding ice chart (lower) published by SMHI. The magnified key
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timated and the area of newly formed ice in the Bothnian Bay is smaller compared
with the observations (Fig.15). However, the overall agreement between simulated and
observed snapshots is satisfactory.
Ice concentration and its temporal variability are dependent 011 the scale considered.
Tims, mode! results are not directly comparable with observations. In ice charts ice
concentration is mainly 100 % <luring the whole winter period. This is regarded as
systematic bias due to the use of visual observations from ice breakers (Jari Haapala
2000; pers.comm.). Contrary, satellite data (SSM/1) yield a concentration between
70 and 100 %. These data tend to underestimate ice concentration, because SSM/I
cannot differentiate between ice free water and melt ponds on the ice or f!ooded ice
(Jari Haapala 2000; pers.comm.). As RCA underestimates surface winds, mode! results
might overestimate ice concentration. In Fig.16, results of simulated ice concentration
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Figure 16: Simulated (solid, ffi'/[nii9'1JTJ'rlled (plus si9ns) ice concentration (in%) in
the center af the Bay af Bothnia {65°N 27', 23°E 33') for the severe winter 1986/87.
Plus si9ns are observed values based an SSM/I and ice chart data from the ice data
bank for Baltic Sea climate studies {IDA, see Haapala et al. 1996}. Time axis starts
at October 1 1986.
in the center of the Botlmian Bay from one ice season (1986/87) are compared with
observations based 011 SSM/I and ice chart data from the ice data bank for Baltic Sea
climate studies (IDA, see Haapala et al. 1996). In RCO ice concentration tends to grow
too fast in autumn and tends to decrease too abruptly <luring the melting period in
spring. In the presented example, ice conccntration is simulated close to the maximum
value, in agreement with the observations <luring the whole winter period. Contrary,
<luring mild winters simulated ice concentration has higher variability between some
60, 70 % and 100 %. In summary, the analysis of hindcast results shows a high skill of
the RCO ice mode!.
In scenario simulations the questions about the role of the ocean and about the uncertainty from the initial conditions arise (cf. spin-up discussion). If the seasonal
heat storage in the ocean affects the sea ice season, a coupled ice-ocean mode! will
be necessary to simulate inter-annual sca ice variability. In that case, however, inaccuracies of the ocean mode! (e.g. mixed layer depths) would affect ice mode! results,
too. Otherwise, an off-line simulation performed with a ice mode! only would be suffi29

cient enough. There is also the question of mode! sensitivity of sea ice on sea surface
salinity. As outlined earlier, two sensitivity experiments have been performed, one with
underestimated seasonal thermocline depths (H5) and one with zero salinity (H4). The
results show, that the ocean heat content affects ice extent, ice and even snow thickness tremendously (Fig.17). The ice-ocean heat flux is an important component in the
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Figure 17: As Fig.12, but thin solid lines denote the standard run (Hl}, thick dashed
lines the sensitivity run with zero salinity (H4), thick dotted lines the sensitivity run
with Richardson number dependent Jriction (H5), and thick solid lines (plotted with an
offset) the difference between standard (Hl} and zero salinity run (H4).
balance of fluxes determining thermodynamical ice growth in autumn (see also Meier,
1999). Contrary, sea surface salinity is quite unimportant for Baltic Sea ice, because
in areas with mean seasonal ice cover (Gulf of Bothnia and Gulf of Finland) salinity is
low anyhow. Larger differences occur <luring severe winters, when ice covers also the
southern Baltic with higher salinities.

6.3.2

Control and scenario simulations

In Fig.18, results of the control and scenario simulation are depicted for ice extent, ice
and snow thickness at station Kemi in the northern Bothnian Bay using RCO-a (Cl,
30
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Figure 18: Simulated ice covered area (in 109 m 2 ) for 9-year control run ( a) and scenario run (b}. Solid lines denote the standard run (Cl, S1} and dotted the sensitivity
run with icier climate conditions ( C3, S3).
S1) and RCO-b (C3, S3). lnter-annual variation of the ice winter severity is evident.
Compared with the hindcast simulations (Fig.17), the control run (especially C3) lacks
mild winters, but is within natura! variability. In the control simulation there are two
winters, when the maximum ice extent reaches (or almost reachcs) 420 x 103 km 2 , which
means that the Baltic Sea is totally frozen. Contrary, the scenario simulation shows a
remarkable decrease in ice winter severity. However, ice is still formed every winter.
lce and snow thickness at station Kemi are simulated realisticly in both control simulations. Snow thickness is slightly smaller than <luring the hindcast period and has
smaller inter-annual variability. In the scenario run both quantities are very much
reduced compared to the control run.
The statistics of maximum ice extent, maximum annual ice thickness in the Bothnian
Bay center, and number of ice days at Kemi in the Bay of Bothnia and at Kotka in the
Gulf of Finland (see Fig.1) are listed in Tab.7. The mean maximum ice extent in the
control run using RCO-a (Cl) of 210 • 10 9 m 2 is very close to the observed long-term
(1720-1996) mean value of 217 -10 9 m 2 (Tinz 1996). Also standard deviations are close,
but there are no mild winters in RCO, mast likely due to the short integration period.
Minimum, maximum and standard deviation in RCO-a are 110-109 m 2 , 406-10 9 m 2 and
96 • 10 9 m 2 , respectively. Corresponding numbers from the 277-year observed record
are 52, 109 m 2 , 420· 10 9 m 2 and 114· 10 9 m2, respectively (Tinz 1996). In the scenario
run using RCO-a (RCO-b) mean maximum ice extent is reduccd by 61 (55) % and
mean maximum annual ice thickness in the Botlmian Bay by 46 (39) %. The mean ice
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Control run
Variable

RCO-a

HIM

RCO-b

min

mean

max

min

mean

max

min

mean

max

lce extent ( 10 m')
lce thickness (cm)
lce season at Kemi (day)
lce season at Kotka ( day)

110
35
154
118

210
54
191
163

406
81
214
206

181
48
176
144

261

419
96
232
196

190
32
179
144

420
66
223
202

Scenario run
Variable

290
49
199
173
HIM

min

mean

max

min

mean

max

min

mean

max

lce extent (10' m')
lce thickness (cm)
lce season at Kemi (day)
lce season at Kotka ( day)

16
11
126
18

82
29
151
89

168
47
178
142

45
28
148
60

117
43
168
117

217
60
190
160

50
11
137
87

190
27
164
131

270
39
183
169

9

RCO-a

71

207
176
RCO-b

Table 7: Comparison between two different RCO versions {RCO-a and RCO-b} and
HIM {the Helsinki Ice Model; Haapala et al. 2000} in control and scenario simulation.
Minimum, mean and maximum values are tabulated oj maximum annual ice extent,
maximum annual ice thickness in the center oj the Bay oj Bothnia {65° N 27', 23°E 33 1)
and number oj ice days at Kemi in the Bay oj Bothnia {65°N 39.8', 24°E 31.4'; see
Fig.1} and Kotka in the Gulf oj Finland {60°N27.3', 26°E57.2'; see Fig.1).

seasons at Kemi and Kotka are 21 (19) % and 45 (34) % shorter, respectively. Overall,
the numbers of relative change are quite similar in both ensembles.
As shown in the ice atlas by SMHI and FIMR (1982), the statistic of observed maximum ice extent of the investigated period 1964-1979 is quite similar to the long-term
mean. Hence, also statistics of other variables of the ice atlas are considered as climatological mean conditions of the Baltic Sea ice season. A comparison of results of the
standard control run (Cl) with ice atlas data shows, that mean time evolution of ice
cover, mean maximum annual ice thickness, and mean number of ice days fit quite well
with the observations (Fig.19a, Fig.20 and Fig.21).
The maximum of mean time evolution of icc cover and variability of the control run
are close to the observations (Fig.19a). However, the maximum is shifted in time by
about 18 days and, consequently, the simulated mean melting <late is delayed. This
result does not occur in hindcast simulations (Tab.6), but is also reported by Rummukainen et al. (2000) from results of the RCAl run coupled with a different, horizontally integrated ice-ocean mode! for the Baltic Sea. The discrepancy may be partly
explained by differences in defining ice cover. The observational estimate is based on
digitized ice charts for 1963-1979, in which each 0.25 x 0.5° grid box is classified as ice
when the subjectively analyzed ice concentration is at least 10%. Contrary, the size
of a mode! grid box is only 0.1 x 0.2° and there is no ice concentration threshold. In
addition, the spring cold bias in the GCM driving the regional mode! may contribute
to the shifted ice season.
In Fig.20, the mean maximum annual ice thickness of the standard control run (Cl) is
compared with observations. Simulated maximum ice thickness increases from 20 cm
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Figure 19: Frequency distribution of Baltic Sea zce area. The solid curve denotes
the observed mean time evolution of ice area for the period 1963/64-1978/79 {SMHI
and FIMR 1982} and the shaded area shows the range oj variability defined by added or
subtracted standard deviations. Correspondingly, the dotted curves denote the simulated
mean time evolution oj relative ice cover and the range of variability for the control
run {Cl} in (a) and for the scenario run {S1} in {b).
in the Åland Sea, to 20-30 cm in the Bothnian Sea, to 40-50 cm in the Bothnian Bay,
and to more than 50 cm in the fast ice zonc of the northern Botlmian Bay. Contrary,
observed maximum ice thickness is higher by about 10 cm in the center of the Bothnian
Bay and by about 20 cm in the northern fast ice zone.
In Fig.21, the mean number of ice days (all cases) is depicted. In simulation and observations the mean ice season in the central Botlmian Sea is about 50 days long. In
thc central Bothnian Bay the ice season lasts about 130 days and in the northern fast
ice zone more than 190 days. The agreement between control run and observations is
satisfactory.
In Fig.19b, the mean time evolution of ice cover for the scenario run (Sl) is shown.
Mean ice cover is very much reduced and the ice season length is shorter than in the
control run and in observations.
For two more variables, i.e., mean maximum annual ice thickness and mean number of
ice days (all cases), the changes between scenario and control run are shown in Fig.22
and Fig.23, respectively. As in Tab. 7, the changes are calculated for both versions
RCO-a (Sl-Cl) and RCO-b (S3-C3), to estimate uncertainties. In the central Bothnian Bay mean maximum amma! ice thickness is reduced in the scenario run by 30 to
35 cm using RCO-b and by 20 to 25 cm using RCO-a. The difference of the two changes
is depicted in Fig.24a. Maximum differences in the Gulfs (changes in the Baltic proper
are insignificant) of about 10 to 15 cm are located in the central Bothnian Bay and in
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Figure 20: Mean maximum annual ice thickness {in cm) from control r-un Cl (upper
panel) and observations (lower) by SMHI and FIMR {1982).
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Figure 22: Mean maximum annual ice thickness (in cm) for control run (a,b), scenario
run (c,d) and change (e,f). The left panels (a,c,e) are calculated with RCO-b (C3, S3)
and the right panels (b,d,f) with RCO-a (Cl , S1).
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Figure 24: (a) Change of mean maximum annual ice thickness {in cm} simulated with
RCO-b {S3 minus C3} minus the corresponding change using RCO-a {S1 minus Cl}.
(b) Corresponding change difference of mean number of ice days {all cases) .
some coastal areas of the Bothnian Sea and northern Gulf of Finland. The mean number of ice days in RCO-b is reduced most in the Bothnian Sea (because of decreased ice
extent) by about 85 to 110 days. Contrary, in RCO-a the smaller maximum change of
ice days of about 85 to 100 days is shifted to t he North with location in the southern
Bothnian Bay. The largest difference of the two changes is found in the Bothnian Sea
of more than 40 days (Fig.24b).

6.4

Sea level

The focus of the analysis is on 9-year mean SSH (Fig.25) and 9-year mean maximum
annual SSH (Fig.26). The latter is regarded as a measure of extreme sea level events.
In the hindcast run mean SSH and SSH extremes are calculated for the period 1980
until 1989. The mean sea level increases from Kattegat to the Gulf of Bothnia and to
the Gulf of Finland with about 25 to 35 cm (Fig.25a) . The slope is caused by freshwater supply of rivers located mainly in the northern and eastern parts of the Baltic Sea.
In addition, mean wind speed from south-westerly directions contributes to the slope
(Meier 1999). In Fig.25a, values of the mean sea level of selected tide gauge positions
in comparison to the geoid solution of Ekman and Mäkinen (1996) are shown additionally. Ekman and Mäkinen designed a consistent height system for comparisons between
geodesy and oceanography for the Baltic Sea area and computed mean sea surface topography geodetically in this height system at 42 reliable long-term sea level stations,
connected by high-precision levelings, along the coasts of the Baltic Sea, the Kattegat,
the Skagerrak and the adjacent part of t he North Sea. Some stations are selected here.
These are from North to South in Finland Kemi-Ajos, Oulu, Pietarsaari, Maentyluoto,
Helsinki , Hamina, in Sweden Furuögrund, Ratan, Forsmark, Landsort, Klagshamn,
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Figure 25: 9-year mean sea surface height {in cm): (a) hindcast run {H1}, (b} control

run {C1}, (c) hindcast minus control run {H1 minus C1}, {d} scenario with global mean
sea level rise of 50 cm minus control run {85 minus C1}, (e) standard scenario minus
control run {81 minus C1}, (!) difference between the scenarios (85 minus 81} . Note
the different color bars. The numbers in ( a) and {b) at selected tide gauge positions
indicate model results {left) and geoid solutions of Ekman and Mäkinen {1996} {right).
Ringhals, in Denmark Frederikshavn, and in Germany Travemiinde. There is a general agreement between mean SSH in RCO and the geodetic result . Larger differences
occur only in the Gulf of Finland. The reason might be an overestimation of mean
wind speed in the atmospheric data set. As RCO is used with the coarse horizontal
resolution of 6 nm, the topography of the Danish Straits is not well represented in the
model and had to be changed artificiaUy (broadening of the strait width). Especially,
volume transports through the Sound cannot be correct. Nevertheless, observed and
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Figure 26: 9-year mean maximum annual sea surface height {in cm): {a) hindcast run
{Hl}, {b} control run {Cl}, (c) hindcast minus control run {Hl minus Cl}, {d} scenario
with global mean sea level rise of 50 cm minus control run {S5 minus Cl}, (e) standard
scenario minus control run {S1 minus Cl}. Note the different color bars.
simulated sea surface heights are not very different in t he Danish Strait region.
SSH differences between hindcast (Hl) and control run (C l ) are quite large with about
± 10 cm (Fig.25c), because in the control run the upper layer salinity shifts to lower
salinity due to higher runoff than observed (Tab.3). In addition, wind speeds in the
control run are lower.

In general, the mean SSH change in the Baltic Sea between scenario (S5) and control
run (C l ) follows the change at the open boundaries, i.e. , the mean sea level change
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in the North Sea (Fig.25d). In the scenario run S5 a global mean SSH rise of 50 cm
betwcen the two time slices is assumed. Thus, the overall SSH rise in the Baltic Sea is
also 50 cm. In the Gulf of Finland and in the Gulf of Bothnia an additional increase
of about 5 cm is found. This is related to a small increase in the mean wind speed and
higher runoffin the scenario run compared to the control run (Fig.25e). The differences
between the two scenarios S5 and S1 are 50 cm with local deviations smaller than 0.1
cm (Fig.25f).
In the hindcast run (Hl) maxima in mean maximum annual SSH are found in the Gulf
of Finland and Gulf of Bothnia and minima in the Belt Sea (Fig.26a). It is assumed,
that extremes in the western Baltic (e.g. Arkona Basin, Belt Sea, etc.) are underestimated, because the widths of the Danish Straits have been increased artificially.
Maximum extremes in the hindcast run (H 1) are higher in the Gulf of Bothnia with
about 37 cm and in the Gulf of Finland with about 47 cm than in the control run (Cl)
(Fig.26b,c). Correspondingly, minimum extremes in the Belt Sea are smaller by about
19 cm. The differences between control and hindcast run are smallest in Kattegat,
because the same sea leve! observations are used in both runs.
Due to the same reason, in all scenario runs the variability is not changed at the open
boundaries. Approximately, changes of mean maximum annual SSH are similar than
changes of mean SSH, i.e., 50 cm higher extremes (Fig.26d). However, the changes
in the Gulf of Finland (about 57 cm) and in the Gulf of Bothnia (about 63 cm) are
higher. These increases might be explained by higher wind speed during storm events.

7

Discussion

For multi-year simulations of the Baltic Sea, it is important to simulate vertical stratification without erosion of the halocline. No systematic bias is evident in RCO in
the deep layer during the stagnation period and only a small bias in the upper layer.
However, it should be noted, that the stagnation period 1976-1992 is a very special
one. If satisfying mode! results can be obtained also during periods with many salt
water inflows, requires further investigation.
River runoff calculated from the RCA control run is 32.6 % higher than observed runoff.
This causes salinity in the upper layer of the Baltic Sea to drift by about -0.5 to -0.8
psu per 10 years. Tims, longer integrations cannot be performed with runoff calculated from RCA precipitation directly. The so-called "b-change" technique needs to
be applied for the time being, i.e., river runoff is calculated from observations plus the
relative change of scenario minus control run.
High wind speeds in RCA (and other coarse resolution atmosphere mo dels, e.g. ERA)
are underestimated affecting inte alia diffusivity. Salinity differences between control
and hindcast run are largest in the upper halocline. More realistic wind fields might
be obtained with higher resolution in RCA.
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Another problem concerning scenarios of salinity arises from the time slice technique,
i.e., the problem with spin-up of the future scenario experiment. Pending of long
coupled atmosphere-ocean transient runs based 011 regional medels (see discussion of
spin-up strategy above), salinity is treated as uncertainty in this report. In a 90-year
spin-up experiment (using 9 years of atmospheric forcing data repeatedly 10 times) a
future extreme case has been calculated with the assumption, that 110 salt water inflow
occurs. The sub-cycling technique has bcen used also by Omstedt et al. (2000), but
they assumed, that one inflow event of the strength of the one from January 1993
occurs every 10 years. In addition, they used for their 100-year PROBE-Baltic run the
absolute runoff of the RCA0 scenario, i.e., 21,000 m 3 / s in the 10-year mean, which
is very high compared to present-day climate plus expected changes (Tab.3). Due to
different assumptions there long-term experiments cannot be compared, although they
are astonishingly similar. However, both results might be essentially biased by mo del
shortcomings. According to Omstedt ct al. (2000), the PROBE-Baltic mode! overestimates bottom salinities <luring the inflow event. In both models the same coarse deep
water mixing parameterization (inverse proportional to the Brunt-Väisälä frequency) is
applied, which does not include any wind effect. To the authors opinion, it is too early
to judge about the predictability of salinity 011 such long time scales by any available
Baltic Sea mode! (process-oriented or 3D).
Amma! mean and seasonal mean SST changes between scenario and control runs are
larger than the uncertainty due to unknown salinity. However, SST changes are not
totally insensitive to this uncertainty (largest in summer with -0.5 °C in the areal
mcan). Contrary, the ice mode! is not very sensitivc on changes in sea surface salinity.
Tims, the climate change signal in ice variables is not biased by salinity uncertainties.
For the scenario time slice, it is assumed, that sea leve! variability in Kattegat will not
change in future. The SST and sea ice results shown here are independent of the used
period for sea leve! data at the open boundaries in Kattegat. This was the result of
a sensitivity experiment of the scenario run forced by sea leve! data from the shifted
period 1985-1995 (not shown). Another sensitivity experiment revealed, that also the
predicted global mean sea leve! rise of the order of about 50 cm, as reported from many
GCMs, does not affect simulated SSTs or sea ice in the Baltic. Due to 50 cm increased
sea leve! in Kattegat an initial "shock" occurs and salt water enters the western Baltic
Sea. However, after about one or two years the inflowed salt water is diluted and
stratification in the scenario run with global mean sea leve! rise is almost identical to
the one without increased sea leve!. Also the boundary conditions for temperature and
salinity in Kattegat are assumed to be relatively unimportant in the time slice experiments, because the Baltic Sea is closed thermodynamically (Meier 2000; Omstedt and
Rutgersson 2000) and because only major inflows are sensitive on surface layer salinity
outside the mode! domain, if the incoming volume is larger than the Kattegat surface
layer volume (see Meier et al. 1999).
In this report two different versions of RCO, RCO-a and RCO-b, have been used to
perform scenario simulations. From both, a first guess of uncertainties due to unknown
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heat flux parameterizations is possible. Although it has been shown that RCO-a performs better in hindcast simulations using the SMHI database as atmospheric forcing,
scenario results derived with RCO-b are regarded realistic as well. Important differences between the two versions are related to the cloud parameterization in the
shortwave and incoming longwave radiation (Tab.2). It is assumed, that the higher
sensitivity of the radiative flux parameterizations on total cloudiness might contribute
to compensate errors in the SMHI database. Most of the observational stations in the
database are located on land making a bias likely. On the other hand, RCAl mode!
results with boundary data from HadCM2 are biased as well (e.g., summer temperature cold bias). Further investigations are necessary to lind appropriate heat flux
parameterizations in hindcast experiments using independent observational data sets.
Differences in the versions RCO-a and RCO-b affect mainly sea ice results because the
annual ice cover is very sensitive on short and longwave radiation in spring and autumn, respectively. In Tab.5 area averaged SST changes simulated with the two mode!
versions are compared. Differences between the changes are relatively small (largest in
autumn with 0.23 °C).
The results of RCO have been compared also with those of the Helsinki ice mode!
(HIM) by Haapala and Leppäranta (1996) and Haapala (2000) using the same RCAl
atmospheric forcing (Haapala et al. 2000). In general, climate change of the ice phase
is simulated similar with both mode! systems, although they are quite different. With
respect to ice extent, the Helsinki mode! is doser to the icier version RCO-b (Tab.7).
In all three ensembles it is found, that ice extent in the scenario run decreased dramatic. Ice could still be found in the Bothnian Bay in every simulated year. However,
in detail there are differences (see Tab.7). In the scenario run using RCO-a (RCO-b)
[HIM] niean maximum ice extent is reduced by 61 (55) [34] % and mean maximum
amma! ice thickness in the Bothnian Bay by 46 (39) [45]%. The mean ice seasons at
Kemi and Kotka are 21 (19) [18] % and 45 (34) [25] % shorter, respectively. Absolute
changes of mean maximum ice extent are 128 (144) [100] X 109 m 2 showing a different
sensitivity of the models on simulated climate change.
Contrary, Omstedt et al. (2000) found that almost no ice occur <luring 3 ont of 10
winters in the scenario run. Their results are obtained using downscaling simulations
of an carlier RCA version (RCA0, see Räisänen et al. 1999). Indeed, in that scenario
experiment surface air temperature over the Baltic Sea increased by 3-5 °C in the annual mean and 4-11 °C in December-February (Fig.3 by Räisänen et al. 1999), which is
much higher than in the scenario presented here (based on RCAl). However, Omstedt
et al. (2000) concluded from earlier sensitivity experiments, using the process oriented
PROBE-Baltic mode!, that with an air temperature increase of +3°C (reference period: 1981-1995) the maximum annual extent of ice could be expected to become zero
cluring 1 ont of 15 winters. Here, the area mean winter air temperature change over
the Baltic Sea is of comparable magnitucle with 3.5°C. None of the 9(10) winters in
the scenario experiments gets completely ice-free. If that will be the case in a RCO
sensitivity experiment for the period 1981-1995 inclucling several mild winters, is an
open question. However, based on the newest scenario results one cannot conclucle,
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that the Bothnian Bay will be ice-free <luring some winters in 100 years. As the time
slice experiments are too short and as the control run does not include mild winters,
one can also not conclude the contrary, i.e., there will be sea ice in the Baltic every
winter in 100 years.
As consequence of increasing global mean temperature, the global mean sea leve! increases due to thermical expansion and melting glaciers. If all continental ice melts,
the global mean sea leve! would rise by about 50 cm. Correspondingly, the melting
of the ice on Greenland and on Antarctica would result in 7 m and 61 m higher sea
leve! in the world ocean, respectively. A summary of available scenario results of different GCMs gives an average of 50 cm global mean sea leve! rise in 100 years with a
range of 10-90 cm. Thereby, thermical expansion contributes to the global rise with
60 % and melting of continental glaciers together with some other smaller factors like
permafrost melting, sediment transport into the ocean, changes in ground-water leve!,
etc. with 40 %. It is assumed, that the huge ice mass of Greenland and Antarctica
is too inert and will not change <luring the next 100 years. In the present report a
global mean sea leve! rise of 50 cm is assumed to occur also locally in the North Sea.
lndeed, there is evidence from observations that climate change may cause increasing
sea levels. Ekman (1999) analyzed the world's longest sea leve! record from Stockholm
and found, that the general climatic rise of sea leve! has increased significantly from
0.0 mm/year <luring the end of the Little lce Age, to about 1.0 mm/year during the
past century. However, this number is smaller than the apparent land uplift, i.e., the
uplift relative to the mean sea leve! (1892-1991), in the central and northern Baltic Sea.
Ekman ( 1996) found the maximum apparent land uplift of 9 mm/year in the Bothnian
Bay and O mm/year in Kattegat. The standard error is typically 0.2 mm/year. Thus,
global mean sea leve! rise affects the Gulf of Bothnia less than Kattegat, Danish Straits
and the western Baltic Sea.
Like in other studies of simulated climate change, the results might be affected very
much by several uncertainties not discussed in this report. These are interna! variability ( the experiments are quite short), the assumption of greenhouse gas emission
scenarios and mode! errors of HadCM2 and RCA (a number of ensemble simulations
is necessary). For a discussion on interna! variability the reader is referred to Räisänen
(1999). Mode! errors of HadCM2 and RCA are discussed further by Räisänen and
Döscher (1999) and Rummukainen et al. (2000).

8

Conclusions

Two prerequisites are necessary to perform climate change scenarios for the Baltic Sea
using 3D coupled ice-ocean models, i.e., climate models with sufficient performance in
long-term simulations and atmospheric forcing data of future climate.
Since autumn 1999 first results of decade-long integrations have been reported (e.g.
Meier 1999; Schrum et al. 2000). This enormous effort was possible, because avail-
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able computer resources have increased and more physically correct parameterizations
of unresolved processes have been developed. Explicitly prescribed mixing is larger
than implicit included numerical diffusion in solving the discretized primitive equations within 3D models. Results of a hindcast simulation for the period 1980-93 using
the coupled ice-ocean mode! RCO (Rossby Centre regional ocean climate mode!) show,
that erosion of the halocline is avoided and salinity in the Baltic proper deep water
decreases as observed. Improved surface heat flux and mixing parameterizations enable
realistic simulation of SST in present-day climate.
Recently, atmosphere scenarios from regional climate models became available for the
Baltic Sea catchment area. The RCA (Rossby Centre regional atmosphere climate)
mode! was used to improve the much coarser results from the coupled ocean-atmosphere
GCM mode! HadCM2 through dynamical downscaling (Rummukainen et al. 2000;
Räisänen et al. 2000).
As necessary prerequisites are fulfilled, in this study two 9-year time slice simulations
representing control (pre-industrial) and scenario (future) climate could be performed.
Despite of mainly GCM caused biases, the control run gives realistic present-day climate. Thus, the scenario run is regarded as possible projection of how future might
develop based upon a set of internally consistent assumptions.
The main conclusions may be summarized as follows:
• Although initial conditions for the future time slice are unknown and salinity
is treated as uncertainty only, it is shown, that calculated SST changes are significant in that sense, that the signal is larger than the respective uncertainty.
Although salinity after 100 years of spin-up (assuming that no salt water inflow
occurs in future) is much reduced compared with present-day conditions, the
weak haline stratification is able to limit the seasonal thermocline sufliciently, so
that SST differences between scenarios initialized with present-day climate conditions and with spin-up results after 90 years are relatively small. Salinity in
the Baltic Sea cannot decrease to any small value, because continuously inflowing water from the North Sea compensate always diffusion across the halocline,
independent of meteorological conditions forcing major salt water inflows.
• The seasonal heat content affects ice season. Thus, a coupled ice-ocean mode!
should be used to simulate Baltic Sea ice in changing climate.
• The sensitivity of sea ice in the Baltic Sea on salinity is relatively small. Thus,
the uncertainty of future initial salinity conditions does not affect ice scenarios.
• The change of mean maximum annual ice thickness is larger in the icier RCO
version and the maximum change of mean number of ice days shifts from the
Bothnian Sea in the icier RCO version towards the southern Bothnian Bay in the
milder RCO version. Thus, mode! dependent uncertainties may affect simulated
climate changes, which cannot be neglected (for the examples presented here, the
uncertainty is of the order of 30%, Fig.24).
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• The ice extent results of the icier RCO version are close to results of the Helsinki
ice mode! by Haapala et al. (2000). However, simulated changes of mean maximum ice extent are somewhat different in the two models ( 100 and 144 x 109 m 2 for
HIM and RCO-b, respectively). Thus, the sensitivity of the models on simulated
climate change is different.
• The mean Baltic sea leve! and sea leve! extremes increase approximately by the
same amount as the global mean sea leve!. However, in the Bay of Bothnia an
additional increase of mean maximum annual SSH of about 26% is calculated.
Further investigations of the salinity spin-up issue are necessary performing coupled
atmosphere-ocean secular transient runs.
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Appendix A: Bulk formulae in case of open water
Wind stress is parameterized according to Large and Pond (1981):

(1)
with
X

3

10 =

{

1.2
0.49 + 0.065 lu10I

U10 denotes wind speed in 10 m

0<
11 <

:Sllm/s
:S22m/s

(2)

height and Pa air density.

The shortwave energy flux through the open water surface is

Qsw = Qiw (1 -

Clw)

(3)

with incoming solar radiation Qiw and sea surface albedo Clw which is calculated from
Frcsnel's formula. According to Bodin (1979) Q1w can be calculatcd from

(4)
with the atmospherical turbidity T,, = 0.95, the solar constant S 0 = 1.368-103 J m- 2 s- 1 ,
the zenith angle 0 and total cloudiness Ca. T, and Aw are transmission and absorption
functions and Fa is a cloud function:

T,. = 1.041 - 0.16 cos0- 0 ·5

(5)

Fa = 0.55 + 0.01 cos 0Aw = 0.077 m 0 · 3 cos 0- 0 -3 ,

(6)
(7)

1

with the optical path length m. The daily cycle is included in the mode!.
Sensible and latent heat fluxes arc parameterized according to Large and Pond (1982).
The sensible heat flux Q s is given by

(8)
with specific heat capacity of air Cpa, air temperature in 2 m height Ta and watcr
temperature of the first mode! layer Tw. The transfer coeflicient c:w (Stanton number)
is given by
(Ta - Tw) < 0 unstable
'
3
{ 1.13
(9)
caw X 10 =
0.66
(Ta - Tw) ::,. 0
stable

The latent heat flux Q L is determined by

(10)
with Law latent heat of vaporization. Evaporation E is calculated according to

(11)
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with qa and qw specific hnmidity in 2 m height of the atmosphere and close to the
water surface, respectively. c~'" = 1.15 is the corresponding transfer coeflicient (Dalton
number).
The longwave incoming (Q LW ,) and outgoing radiation (QLW t) are calculated according to Maykut and Church (1973) and from Stefan Boltzmann's law, respectively:
(12)
with Stefan Boltzmann's constant a, and the empirical constants a 1
= 0.2232.

0.7829 and

a2

The total heat flux through the sea surface Q a is then given by the sum
(13)
The salt flux SF is given to
SF

= ~(P ~ E)S

with precipitation P and salinity S of the uppermost ocean box.
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(14)

Appendix B: Bulk formulae in case of sea ice
Wind stress to the ice is parametcrized as in case of open water. The flux of momentum
between sea ice of concentration A and the ocean is given by
(15)
with the ice-ocean drag coeflicient c~;
and current velocity ilw.

= 3.5 · 10- 3 ,

water density Pw, ice velocity il;

The bulk formulae of Appendix A are used for the ice case as well with only minor
changes:
In Eq.(3) ice or snow albedo <>(i,,) is used instead of sea surface albedo and in Eq.(4)
the cloud cover correction of Laevastu (1960) is utilized. One fraction of the incoming
solar radiation pcnetrates the ice heating the ocean (cf. Sahlberg 1988):

QoSW (1 _ a s ) f sol e-,, h,-,, h;
Q OSW (1

if h,

>

10 cm,

O'.s

) f sol e _, • h '

if 0

< h,

-0'.i

)/sole -,,h,

if h,

= 0.

::; 10 cm ,

(16)

rc; = 1.5 m- 1 and rc, = 15 m- 1 are bulk extinction cocflicients and fw 1
tration factor. h; and h, are ice and snow thickness, respectively.

= 0.1 a pene-

-

Q oSW (1

The latent heat flux over sea ice is calculated using latent heat of sublimation instead
of vaporization. In all formulae the prognostic variable for ice or snow surface temperature is used instead of sea surface temperature.
The total atmosphere-ocean heat flux is given by
(17)

Qbott=, is thc heat flux between ice and ocean:
Q bottom = Pw

h1~Uw - Ui~1("'w

Cpw Cwi

-1.

-

T)
fp

(18)

where Cpw is the specific heat of sea water and c~; the bulk heat transfer coeflicient. TtP
is the salinity (S) dependent, freezing point temperature according to Millero (1978)

TtP

= -0.0575 S + 1. 710523 · 10- 3 5 3/ 2 -

2.154996 · 10- 4 S 2 .

(19)

Omstedt and Wettlaufer (1992) suggested to use c~; = 2.8 · 10- 4 in order to get reasonable results. Velocity differences in Eq.(18) have to be limited to ensure minimal
heat flux under fast ice (Haapala and Leppäranta 1996): L'iumin = 0.001 ms- 1 •
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During the freezing process brine is released inta the ocean. The total atmosphereocean freshwater flux is summarized in:

(20)
with t:.te timestep of the ice mode!, Pi sea ice density and Vnew volume per unit area
af new ice (see Meier ct al. 1999).
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Appendix C: lce chart key
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Figure 27: Ice condition and sea surface temperatures. Magnified key af Fig.13, Fig.14
and Fig.15.
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monitoring stations SR5 in the Bothnian Sea, LL0'l in the Gulf of Finland, BY15 in Gotland Basin and BY5 in Bornholm Basin. Positions
are shown in Fig.1. The data are depicted in Fig. 5. In addition, numbers
of observations are listed. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Changes of area mean sea surface temperatures (in °G) excluding Kattegat for the standard scenario experiment without (a) and with spun
up initial conditions (b). (c) shows the differences between these two
changes. In (d) the modified version RCO-b has been used and in (e)
the differences between (d) and (a) are listed. In (f) the scenario run
with zero salinity is utilized and in (g) the differences between (f) and
(a) are tabulated. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Observed and simulated maximum ice extent (t:,. = mode/ error, ME =
mean error, RMSE = roat mean square error). The data are adopted
from Omstedt and Nyberg (1996). The mean error and the roat mean
square error oj the date oj maximum ice extent without the runaway
winter 1989 are given in brackets. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Comparison between two different RCO versions (RCO-a and RCO-b)
and HIM (the Helsinki Ice Mode/; Haapala et al. 2000} in control and
scenario simulation. Minimum, mean and maximum values are tabulated oj maximum annual ice extent, maximum annual ice thickness in
the center ofthe Bay oj Bothnia (65°N27', 23°E33') and number ofice
days at Kemi in the Bay oj Bothnia (65°N 39.8', 24°E 31.4'; see Fig.1)
and Kotka in the Gulf oj Finland (60°N 27.3', 26°E 57.2'; see Fig.1).. .
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